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Our capabilities reflect a time-tested commitment to offering risk-adjusted returns through innovative strategies to all investors.
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Alternative performance, flows and other data delivered to your inbox every month.
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Calamos offers mutual funds, closed-end funds, UCITS funds and separate accounts across the asset class spectrum.
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Calamos Market Neutral Income Fund
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An Absolute Return, Liquid Alternative Strategy
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Access perspectives on the markets, investment opportunities and how our capabilities can help investors achieve their objectives.
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The Opportunity of Alternatives
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Calamos Phineus Long/Short Fund continues to prove there is opportunity in all markets.
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Calamos is a global investment firm committed to excellence in investment management and client service.
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View career opportunities at Calamos Investments.
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Growth Equities

Explore our growth investing capabilities across geographies and market caps












Growth Equities Capabilities

Calamos delivers growth equity strategies focused on long-term performance and guided by fundamental, active management. Our capabilities target growth opportunities across US and international markets, including companies across the market capitalization spectrum.

Our US growth team takes a high active share approach, with rigorous research and a high relative growth focus. In our international and global strategies, our team seeks risk-adjusted returns through investment in companies with both high growth and quality attributes in developed and emerging markets. Our small-cap team employs a disciplined, high-growth style that seeks companies with high and sustainable growth potential.









Our Funds




CNWIX

Calamos Evolving World Growth Fund







CTSIX

Calamos Timpani Small Cap Growth Fund







CGRIX

Calamos Growth Fund







CIGIX

Calamos International Growth Fund
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We See Continued Upside for Quality-Oriented Growth Stocks in 2024


        
The investment team of Calamos Growth Fund (CGRIX) explain why they believe the fund will be well served by its focus on what they consider to be quality growth companies, including positions in leading technology companies and health care innovators.
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The Fed’s Dovish Pivot: A Catalyst for Sustained Small Cap Strength


        
Brandon Nelson, CFA, shares his perspective on the strong performance of small caps during the fourth quarter, his outlook and discusses how Calamos Timpani Small Cap Growth Fund (CTSIX) and Calamos Timpani SMID Growth Fund (CTIGX) are positioned for the opportunities he sees.
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Subscribe to the Small Cap Market Snapshot

Visit Page













The latest insights delivered to you

Sign up to receive the latest insights on alternatives, convertibles, fixed income, small caps, sustainable equities, and closed-end funds.
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Calamos Financial Services LLC, Distributor

Check the background of the firm and its investment professionals on FINRA's BrokerCheck.

Before investing, carefully consider the fund's investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses. Please see the prospectus and summary prospectus containing this and other information which can be obtained by calling 1-866-363-9219. Read it carefully before investing.

©2024 Calamos Investments LLC. All Rights Reserved. Calamos®, Calamos Investments® and Investment strategies for your serious money® are registered trademarks of Calamos Investments LLC.

Calamos Investments LLC, referred to herein as Calamos Investments®, is a financial services company offering such services through its subsidiaries: Calamos Advisors LLC, Calamos Wealth Management LLC, Calamos Financial Services LLC and Calamos Antetokounmpo Asset Management LLC.

The personal data collected by Calamos on this website, or by any other means, is collected and stored in accordance with the General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 ("GDPR").

Important Legal Information | Privacy Policy | Business Continuity | Code of Business Conduct and Ethics | ERISA 408(b)(2)
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